CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

In this chapter the writer presented the conclusion and suggestion for the study. It included what have been discussed in the previous chapter.

5.1 Conclusion

After analyzing, presenting and discussing the data, the writer found some conclusion to answer the research problem. First, the writer found that there are three kinds of borrowing word in the music section of HAI magazine. They are; Loan Blend such as word ‘kolaborasi’. Loan Word with word ‘album’, Loan Shift such as word ‘faktor’. Based on the finding in chapter four, the kind of loan blend is most dominated in the HAI magazine. There are twenty one borrowing words which categorized loan blend. (See on table).

The second was the change of meaning process which happened in borrowing word of the HAI magazine in three chosen edition. Based on the finding in chapter four there are two kinds of change of meaning. They are; Extension of meaning such as word ‘fanatik’ and the Narrowing of meaning such as word ‘efek’. But most dominated by change of meaning is borrowing a word with no change of meaning for example in the word ‘instrumen’. There is seventeen word which categorized borrowing word with no change of meaning.

5.2 Suggestion
From the result of this study can suggest as follow:

1. Learning borrowing word is not only learning how taking over of words from foreign language, but also learning how we understand arrive, develop, and spread language itself.

2. Find out the data as much as possible so that result analysis can better develop and most useful for the study.